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The first-generation models were powered by an straight-six engine and available in sedan and
wagon variants. The IS designation stands for "Intelligent Sport". Produced as a direct
competitor to the luxury sports sedans of the leading European luxury marques, the XE10
series Toyota Altezza and Lexus IS was designed with a greater performance emphasis than
typically seen on prior Japanese luxury vehicles. The engineering work was led by Nobuaki
Katayama from to under the T program code, who was responsible for the AE86 project. Design
work by Tomoyasu Nishi was frozen in and filed under patent number on 5 December , at the
Japan Patent Office. At its introduction to Japan, it was exclusive to Japanese dealerships
called Toyota Netz Store , until Lexus was introduced to Japan in The 2. The different size
engine choices gave Japanese buyers a choice of which annual road tax obligation they wanted
to pay, and the larger engine offered more standard equipment as compensation. The design
received critical acclaim at its launch and was awarded Japan's " Car of the Year " honor for â€”
A few months later, Lexus began marketing the IS equivalent models in Europe. In the US, the IS
sedan debuted in July as model and the wagon debuted in as a model with the same 3. All IS
models in the US were initially only available with the five-speed automatic transmission; this
was also the case in Europe. However, a five-speed manual was made available in the US in for
the model year not available on the SportCross wagon. Visually the exterior of the European IS
Sport and were almost identical, the only differences being the boot insignia and the
larger-engined model initially having clear front indicators later generalized to IS range. The
first-generation IS' interior featured unique elements not typically found in other Lexus models.
In the US, the Environmental Protection Agency listed the IS as a subcompact car ; although it
technically had enough overall volume to be called a compact, rear seat room exhibited
subcompact dimensions. For the first-generation IS in the North American market, sales hit a
high of 22, units in ; subsequent sales years were less than forecast, and below the 10,unit mark
in This trend was indicative of Lexus' smaller global status; while Lexus' range of cars was very
successful in North America, the marque's sales lagged behind its German rivals in Europe. The
kit was initially available as an aftermarket fitment, but could also be obtained as OEM Lexus
accessory on newer cars through the official Lexus dealer network and was fully covered by the
standard warranty. In for the model year, the IS line received a minor facelift designed by
Hiroyuki Tada. On the exterior, was a redesigned spoke wheel design, redesigned fog lamps,
and smoked surrounding trim for the headlamps and taillamps. On the interior, a 2-position
memory function was added for the driver seat, a maintenance indicator lamp, automatic
drive-away door locking system, a storage compartment on the dash for models without the
navigation system and updated trim highlights. Sales of the sedan began worldwide in
September and October as a model, with the Toyota Altezza name discontinued due to the
introduction of the Lexus marque in Japan, and the slow-selling SportCross station wagon
version discontinued from the lineup altogether. The second-generation IS marked the next
introduction of Lexus' L-finesse design philosophy on a production vehicle, following the
premiere of the GS executive sedan. Production of the sedan commenced in September at the
Miyata plant in Miyawaka, Fukuoka , [21] supplemented in October with the Tahara plant at
Tahara, Aichi. All second-generation IS models offered a more typical Lexus interior compared
to the previous generation with a focus on luxurious amenities. The interior is equipped
memory leather seats, lightsaber-like electroluminescent instrument display lighting and LED
interior lighting accents, the choice of faux-metallic or optional Bird's Eye Maple wood trim
aluminium composite on the IS F , and SmartAccess keyless entry with push-button start. On 6
December , Lexus officially confirmed the existence of a high-performance variant of the
second-generation IS called the IS F. In its first year of sales, the IS sold over 49, units, making
it one of the ten best-selling luxury cars in the US. In , the IS line received a facelift, and the
suspension and steering were retuned for improved stability and control. The mid-cycle refresh
in saw slight styling revisions to the interior. F SPORT performance accessories include inch
forged wheels set of four , with hardware; brake upgrades, front axle set, rear axle set, carbon
fibre engine cover, carbon fibre leather shift knob, floor mats four-piece set , lowering spring
set, performance air intake, performance dual exhaust, shock set set of four , sway bar set
Japan models went on sale on 22 August Changes to IS F include a carbon fibre rear spoiler,
front LED fog lamp, all sports seats include embossed 'F' logo at head rests, Alcantara
upholstery at door trim and center console, standard Intelligent Transport Systems and
Dedicated Short Range Communication unit. Safety equipment on the IS models ranged from
multiple airbags to stability control systems. NHTSA crash test results rated the
second-generation IS the maximum five stars in the Side Driver and Rollover categories, and
four stars in the Frontal Driver, Frontal Passenger, and Side Rear Passenger categories; [56]
Insurance Institute for Highway Safety scores were "Good" overall score for all fourteen
measured categories in the front and side impact crash tests. Main features include a 2. Exterior

design work was done by Masanari Sakae [68] during â€” and the F Sport models were styled by
Yuki Isogai in Not only does the F Sport models handle differently, but they are more
aggressively styled to set them apart from the base production models. F-Sport styling includes
an edition specific F-Sport pattern front grille, F-Sport logo badges, and five spoke split graphite
wheels; the cabin includes carbon fibre-like trim, extra bolstered performance seats, an all-black
headliner, and a moving vessel gauge cluster inspired by the Lexus LFA that displays
navigation and audio information. The model year also served as the first year to offer all-wheel
drive in the IS F Sport line up. International models went on sale in mid The hybrid IS h model is
sold in Europe, Japan, and select international markets. US models went on sale as model year
vehicles on 28 June The IS is only offered with all-wheel drive, while the top of the line IS can be
ordered with either drivetrain. The planetary gearset provides a front-to-rear torque split under
normal conditions for handling agility, however the system can allow for a torque split of up to
to control wheel slip. Chinese models went on sale in Japanese models went on sale on 16 May
Early models include the IS and the IS h. South Korean models went on sale on 27 June
Australian models went on sale in July The revamped third generation model includes updated
headlamps, taillamps, front fascia and hood. It debuted at the April Beijing Auto Show with
interior technology improvements including The IS received a major makeover in for the model
year. The updated styling includes a larger bodywork, restyled headlamps and full-width
taillamps, slightly updated dashboard, and a larger spindle grille design. Android Auto and
Apple CarPlay capabilities were made available, as well as upgraded driver-assistance systems
and standard blind-spot monitoring. The suspension has also been revised with a more rigid
body. Toyota Racing Development TRD F Sport parts for Japanese IS sedan included a front
spoiler, side skirts, rear spoiler, sport muffler and rear diffuser, diamond-like carbon fibre shock
absorbers, inch aluminium wheels measuring 19x8. Vehicle shakedown began at the Suzuka
Circuit. Production at Tahara plant in Japan began on 25 April As of June , sales of the Lexus IS
has reached 1, units. The 'Crowd' ad emphasizes that things designed to draw a crowd are
good, but leaving the crowd behind is more rewarding. The 'Color Shift' ad shows it's more fun
and exciting to blend out than blend in. As part of the Lexus IS sports sedan launch in the US,
Lexus invited more than followers on Instagram, along with their smartphones, to make a
commercial of the Lexus IS using hundreds of their photos of the car strung together into a
video. As part of the Lexus IS sport sedan launch in the US, Lexus created and hosted a MADE
Fashion Week event in debuting a first-ever live holographic performance art experience titled
'Lexus Design Disrupted', featured supermodel Coco Rocha and a bold retrospective from the
archives of designer Giles Deacon in a creative concept inspired by the IS and the brand's
commitment to design and technology. The ads took advantage of real-time marketing by
allowing viewers to contribute ad concepts via social networks to influence the creative for the
Lexus advertisements. The campaign featured a series of live, improvisational short comedy
ads that will run in the commercial pods during NBC's Late Night with Jimmy Fallon. Every
Thursday night for four weeks beginning 19 September, as part of an early commercial break on
NBC's Late Night with Jimmy Fallon, improv comedians asked viewers to suggest ad concepts
with the LexusIS hashtag via social media platforms. Submissions would influence the content
of the ad and a live, on-air improve performance based on the viewer's ad suggestion will follow
at the final commercial break. East and west coast live broadcasts of the commercials will be
completely different each time based on their respective social media suggestions. In
anticipation of the campaign launch, a second promotional teaser was premiered on 18
September in NBC's late night programming commercial pods. Additionally, the selected
comedic concepts and submissions were made be available for viewing and sharing on a
custom page at NBC. The car is painted red with chili-like flakes and has green accents that
evoke a Sriracha bottle cap. In addition, the trunk is filled with 43 bottles of Sriracha sauce. The
No. The car, which was a victim of the Japan earthquake and tsunami and due to be scrapped,
was purchased by Saito and heavily customized for drift racing use. Sales data for Lexus IS
generations are as follows, with chart numbers sourced from manufacturer yearly data. From
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alternative browser. Lexus Is d sport engine problems. Thread starter Nichola Start date 29 May
Nichola New Member. Messages 3 Drives Lexus Is d sp. Hi, wondering if any of you guys can
offer advice. I purchased a lexus IS d sport from a dealer with 52k miles, the car is After 3
months of light use, problems began. It would often go into limp mode, showing check vsc. We
tried closing off the egr valve and have had numerous visits to the mechanics with no
improvement. Long story short the mechanic established that the piston rings are going and an
engine rebuild is required to rectify the problem, at a cost of 3k plus vat by Lexus themselves. It
has come to my attention that there is a well documented problem with these Toyota engines
and some had been recalled with work carried out. I have tried to resolve the issue with dealer
as trading standards advised that the car is unfit for purpose as it has an inherent problem. The
dealer is taking no responsibility and we have organised a a date to take it to a small claims
court. Can anyone with experience in these engines advise if I can obtain solid evidence that
these engines have a manufacturer fault. Thanks, and sorry if I have posted in the wrong
category, I'm a woman and know little about cars lol. Thanks folks! Boabybooster RMS Regular.
Messages 17, Drives Skip. If trading standards are saying it's unfit for purpose, selling dealer
should be sorting it. Awful engines unfortunately. The second-hand car I bought has a problem,

what are my rights? Boabybooster said:. Nichola said:. That's what we were hoping for but he
sent us a solicitors letter saying he is not liable. So frustrating as we have had to take our family
car off the road which we paid a lot of money for. The joys eh lol. Rocko RMS Regular.
Messages 57, Location Rockingham. Most common fault with the engine is head gasket
problems, and Lexus replaced the engines Also suffer from 5th injector issues. Has the mileage
been checked as genuine and not clocked. I have spoken at length with a person in England
who had 2 Lexus IS cars from new. He put k miles on both cars without any issues, he had a
gear box changed twice due to it being notchy. DreamTheater said:. I doubt it's piston rings
probably 5th injector causing issues best thing for these cars is new 5th injector dpf delete and
a map and the egr blanked just had it done to mine for it belching white smoke under heavy
acceleration, now no longer an issue. Odhran RMS Regular. Any oil consumption issues? Head
gasket issues, with service history engines are covered to over k. Agree with stevie, one hell of
a bold diagnosis as piston rings. By your own admission you blanked the egr valve, no dealer is
going to warranty that, how long did you have car before this happened. Wild Thing said:. Cezar
New Member. Hi, I have an issue with a ISD as well and I was wondering if someone with more
experience about this car could give me some advice. The engine then struggles to start again
but eventually starts and switches itself off after a few seconds. Before the car has broken down
there was white smelly bluish smoke coming out from the exhaust when accelerating. A few
months back the car used to go into limp mode because the DPF was blocked and had to be
forced regenerated. No warning lights are showed on the dashboard and no error codes are
generated when connecting the diagnostic tool. The EGR valve had to be cleaned as it was full
of black carbon and the lambda sensor has been replaced as well. The 5th injector that helps
with the DPF regeneration has been replaced as well. The high pressure diesel pump has been
checked and is in good working order. The car is from and has on the clock. You must log in or
register to reply here. Similar threads A. Replies 16 Views Replies 18 Views 16K. Ceebl 1 Jun
Technical and Mechanical. Replies 0 Views 2K. Locked Car dealership praise. Replies 14 Views
2K. Corsa B Engine issues when hot part needed? Ceebl 26 Sep Technical and Mechanical.
Replies 7 Views 1K. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience
and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to
our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Before we go into the merits of owning a Lexus ISd,
we need you to watch the following clip. Alan Partridge has ruined Lexus ownership for the
masses. You see, the second-generation IS marked Lexus pulling away from its association
with the Toyota brand. Up until this point, Lexus had been to Toyota what Infiniti was to Nissan.
Basically, the bit of the company where you had to take your shoes off before coming in and
you had to have a collar, no v-necks or logos. It was premium. Take the hugely successful first
generation IS for example. With the second generation IS, it was time to pull away from that
association. The IS range has always been heavily focused around luxury, much like every other
offering from Lexus. However, unlike other cars from the range, the IS was also engineered with
a fair dollop of driver engagement in mind, too. As we said earlier, it was and still is a car that
desperately tries to snap at the heels of the A4, the 3-Series and also the C-Class. So, the bods
at Lexus played with the rear-wheel drive chassis, they faffed with the suspension and they did
their utmost to beat their Germans at their own game. And, um, they sort of failed. Oh dear. Still,
it could have been worse. Had Lexus opted for front-wheel drive the IS would have been an
unmitigated flop. At least it can offer some not-of-the-norm fun by being rear-wheel drive. Plus,
rear-wheel drive in any guise means you can do well sick drifts, or whatever it is kids do in retail
outlet car parks on a Friday night. The IS is one of the best built cars of recent years. Yeah, the
innards are where the IS shines. At least, we hope you do? It was also brimming with tech. And
to think, you were going to buy a Ford Focus, you fool. As for the outside of the ISd, the looks
of the car a bit devise. The motoring press were a bit mean to it, we think. In fact, we quite like it.
But we like the Matra Rancho , so what do we know? Though having said that, the IS only came
with two engines: a 2. Oh, and if you want an auto, tough. Six-speed manual only. When we
drove one, we were genuinely left wondering if the oil needed changing, or if it was full of
stones and cat hair. Because diesels are killing the planet, despite the global rhetoric a few
years back about the benefits of diesel cars. Silly politicians. It has hp and shuffles the ISd
along at a respectable pace. And the timing is chain driven. Nice fact to
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bore your mates with, there. So, should you buy one? And the ISd is. Facebook Comments.
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Kelisa. It might be a bit of an odd duck, but it's mega fun. Pop to the shops today, did you?
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